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Abstract

R-type bacteriocins are minimal contractile nanomachines that hold promise as precision 

antibiotics1–4. Each bactericidal complex uses a collar to bridge a hollow tube with a contractile 

sheath loaded in a metastable state by a baseplate scaffold1,2. Fine-tuning of such nucleic acid-free 

protein machines for precision medicine calls for an atomic description of the entire complex and 

contraction mechanism, which is not available from baseplate structures of (DNA-containing) T4 

bacteriophage5. Here we report the atomic model of the complete R2 pyocin in its pre- and post-

contraction states, each containing 384 subunits of 11 unique atomic models of 10 gene products. 
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Comparison of these structures suggests the sequence of events during pyocin contraction: tail 

fibers trigger lateral dissociation of baseplate triplexes; the dissociation then initiates a cascade of 

events leading to sheath contraction; this contraction converts chemical energy into mechanical 

force to drive the iron-tipped tube across the bacterial cell surface, killing the bacterium.

Contractile nanotube-based machines are widespread in the bacterial domain, functioning to 

penetrate cell membranes to deliver payloads of proteins or DNA, or to create channels 

through which ions translocate6. Contractile type VI secretion systems (T6SS) inject 

proteins into eukaryotic or bacterial cells to facilitate pathogenesis or kill competing 

organisms, respectively7–13. Phage tail-like bacteriocins, exemplified by R-type pyocins 

produced by Pseudomonas aeruginosa, employ the same contractility to kill competing 

bacteria by dissipating their membrane potential1,2,14. Myovirus bacteriophages, such as P2 

and T4, use a similar contractile mechanism to translocate DNA into bacterial cells5,9,15–22. 

These contractile nanomachines employ a spring-loaded sheath-tube assembly to penetrate 

target cell surfaces11. This process is accompanied by massive structural transformations 

involving contraction of the sheath triggered by the baseplate, which has been visualized 

both by single-particle cryo-electron microscopy (cryoEM)1,7,10,23,24 and by cellular cryo-

electron tomography25. Although energy storage is mostly similar in phage, pyocin and 

T6SS, the triggering mechanism may be different, due to the presence of additional cell 

membranes in the case of T6SS. In contrast, some other delivery systems, such as the type 

III and IV secretion systems26,27 carry no stored energy for penetration or baseplate-like 

structure for triggering.

An engineered T4 tube-baseplate complex reported previously5 shows the static structures of 

baseplate proteins but lacks the sheath to inform how it receives the contraction signal. More 

recently, cryoEM structures of insecticidal contractile toxin-delivery systems from 

Photorhabdus asymbiotica (Photorhabdus virulence cassette23), and Serratia entomophila 
(antifeeding prophage24), showcase the widespread existence of such phage tail-like 

contractile systems in nature. The relative simplicity and ease of engineering3,4 of R-type 

pyocins make them ideal model systems for studying contractile structures. Our previous 

helical reconstructions of the pyocin R2 sheath and tube in pre- and post-contraction states1 

revealed how energy for contraction is stored and released by shape and charge 

complementarity. The lack of atomic detail on the baseplate and collar, however, precluded 

understanding the molecular trigger that initiates sheath contraction, or how the resulting 

structure is stabilized to facilitate killing.

Here, we report the atomic models of pyocin collar and baseplate derived from single-

particle cryoEM and X-ray crystallography in their pre- and post-contraction states. By 

comparing these structures, we derived and tested a model for the action of a bactericidal 

nanomachine that couples specific recognition of target cells with deployment of a generic 

mechanism of killing, providing insights crucial for exploiting these structures as precision 

antimicrobials2,28,29.
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Overall structures of pyocin R2

We imaged pyocin R2 by cryoEM (Fig. 1a,b). Under the conditions used for sample 

isolation, both pre- and post-contracted particles are present in the same preparation1. Each 

pyocin R2 complex consists of three structurally and functionally distinct components: 

collar, trunk and baseplate with tail fibers. In the post-contracted state, the sheath layer of 

the trunk contracts 70%, leaving the central tube exposed and readily visible in the cryoEM 

images (Fig. 1a,b). We determined the cryoEM structures of pre-contraction pyocin R2 

collar, trunk and baseplate regions separately and made a montage model by 

computationally stitching the three parts together (Fig. 1a,b, Supplementary Video 1). 

Substructures were determined at resolutions of 3.8 Å for the collar, 2.9 Å for the trunk, and 

3.5 Å for the baseplate (Extended Data Fig. 1–2, Extended Data Table 1). Though the 

average resolution of the baseplate reaches 3.5 Å (Fig. 1c, Supplementary Video 2), the 

resolution of the peripheral regions is lower, possibly due to blurring from Brownian motion 

of the connected tail fibers. [These regions are modeled according to both their cryoEM 

density and our crystal structure of an engineered protein representing them (PDB:5CES) 

(Extended Data Table 2).] Using the same strategy, we determined the structure of the post-

contraction pyocin at intermediate resolutions (Fig. 1a, right, Supplementary Video 3). By 

matching amino acid side chains visible in our cryoEM structures, we assigned a single gene 

product, PA0615, to the collar, 2 gene products, PA0622–0623 to the trunk (PA0622 sheath 

and PA0623 tube), and 7 gene products, PA0616–0619 and PA0626–0628, to the various 

components of the baseplate and built an atomic model for the complete pyocin, excluding 

tail fiber and tape measure proteins (PA0620 and PA0625, respectively) (Fig. 1d–f, 

Supplementary Video 4, Extended Data Table 3).

Collar tethers tube to the contracted sheath

The collar is a hexamer formed by gene product PA0615 (Fig. 2a,b). Each collar monomer 

has a simple structure with two domains, one globular domain and one β-hairpin domain, 

joined by an extended loop (Fig. 1e, 2b). The structure of the globular domain is similar to 

that of the inner tube protein. The collar extends the tube and tethers it to the sheath, thus 

preventing the tube from dissociating from the sheath after contraction as demonstrated in 

Photorhabdus virulence cassette23. By capping the top of the tube and augmenting the 

handshake β-sheet of the sheath subunit below with a β-hairpin (similar to the sheath-sheath 

handshake1,7,10), it provides mechanical stability to the junction after the downward pull of 

the sheath against the tube (Fig. 2a,b).

Specifically, the handshake domain of each sheath subunit is augmented by two β-strands 

that are donated by subunits from a disk that is closer to the collar. Each subunit of the last 

disk thus has a β-sheet with two vacant β-strands. The β-hairpin domain of the collar protein 

completes this β-sheet. In addition, the hydrogen bond interactions in this augmentation are 

reinforced by charge-charge interactions: the loop and the β-hairpin domain of the collar is 

mainly negative, binding to a groove in the sheath that is mainly positive (Fig. 2c), unlike the 

very hydrophobic nature of the sheath-sheath interaction. In this configuration, the collar 

hexamer joins the tube and the sheath at the very top.
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We also determined the structure of the post-contraction collar region at an average 

resolution of 3.5 Å (Extended Data Fig. 1). The most dramatic structural change is that the 

diameter of the outer sheath increases from 180Å to 240Å, resulting in the dislocation of the 

sheath from the tube (Fig. 2d). This dislocation appears to reduce the structural rigidity of 

the collar protein linker and increase local mobility of the tube, as the averaged resolution of 

the tube portion in the reconstruction is only 7Å and the linker has become invisible. 

Nonetheless, the rest of the structure, including the sheath protein and the hairpin domain of 

the collar, is of sufficient resolution for building atomic models. The hairpin domain of the 

collar undergoes a slight conformational change during contraction, but the globular domain 

remains structurally unchanged.

Trunk and the sheath initiator

Since we determined the structures of the bottommost part of the trunk and the baseplate 

without imposing helical symmetry, we can now resolve the interface regions of both 

components. Six subunits of the PA0623 tube protein form a hexameric ring with a 24-

stranded β -barrel, 28 of which stack into the central tube of each pyocin. Handshake 

interactions with long N- and C-terminal extension arms interweave PA0622 sheath protein 

subunits, maintaining the connectivity of the sheath during contraction (Extended Data Fig. 

3). Thus our new non-helical structure confirms our previous observations based on helical 

reconstructions of the trunk portion of pyocin from images recorded on films1.

Sheath disks approaching the baseplate break from the shared helical symmetry of the trunk 

with a slightly but gradually increasing rotation per disk, reaching 4.4 extra degrees in the 

bottommost disk (Extended Data Fig. 4). The handshake β-sheet is the same across the 

entire sheath, except for the bottommost disk where sheath subunit arms are incorporated 

into the PA0617 sheath initiator protein (Extended Data Fig. 3). The arm of the sheath 

protein augments a β-sheet of the sheath initiator protein in the same manner as in the rest of 

the sheath. Thus, the β-sheet augmentation mechanism allows the sheath to be linked via 

multiple polypeptide chains both to the collar and to the baseplate. (See three different kinds 

of handshaking augmentation in Extended Data Fig. 3.)

Baseplate: triggering triplex and ripcord

Our reconstruction shows that pyocin baseplate is composed of eight different protein 

subunits: ripcord (PA0626), triplex [two copies of PA0618 (Tri1a and Tri1b) and one copy of 

PA0619 (Tri2)], sheath initiator (PA0617), glue (PA0627), hub (PA0628) and spike (PA016) 

(Fig. 1e, Extended Data Fig. 5). PA0626 forms the centerpiece of the baseplate (Extended 

Data Fig. 5a): the central spike complex is ‘below’, the tube/sheath and the trunk they form 

is ‘above’, and the rest of the baseplate (triplex, sheath initiator and glue) surrounds it. The 

central spike complex is composed of the trimeric/pseudo-hexameric PA0628 hub (Extended 

Data Fig. 5b) and the trimeric PA0616 central spike inserted into it (Extended Data Fig. 5c). 

Our crystal structure of the PA0616 spike, a homologue of P2 phage gpV30, shows that it 

carries a ferric ion at the very tip. The ferric ion is coordinated by a triplet of HxH double 

histidine motifs, a structure that stabilizes the tip for membrane penetration (Extended Data 

Fig. 5c).
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Each PA0626 monomer has a C-terminal β-sheet domain (aa. 136–286) and an N-terminal 

helix-rich domain (aa. 1–112) joined by an extended linker (aa. 113–135) – an unusual 

domain organization reminiscent of a ripcord (Extended Data Fig. 5a). We reason that this 

setup may comprise a form of activation energy barrier for triggering and may also be 

crucial for assembly: The C-terminal domains of six PA0626 subunits form a hexameric disk 

which resembles that of the tube proteins and extends the tube (Extended Data Fig. 5a). This 

disk is integral to the tube-PA0626-hub-spike assembly that penetrates the target as it 

connects the tube to the hub. The N-terminal domains of PA0626, a four-helical bundle 

structure, are localized at higher cylindrical radius inside the baseplate (Extended Data Fig. 

5d). Indeed, when we introduce a TEV protease cleavage site in the linker of the ripcord, the 

mutant pyocin (626TEV) shows wildtype-like assembly without TEV protease co-expressed 

and no assembly with TEV protease co-expressed (Extended Data Fig. 6). We also found 

that this mutant (626TEV) and another deletion mutant (626ΔWL) have lower activation 

energy for triggering compared to wildtype (Extended Data Fig. 6).

Two copies of PA0618 and one copy of PA0619 proteins form a (PA0618)2-PA0619 

heterotrimeric triplex by attaching two copies of PA0618 (tri1a/b) to either side of PA0619 

(tri2), resulting in two distinct conformations of PA0618 (Extended Data Fig. 7), which 

accept the PA0626 N-terminal four helical bundle domain (Extended Data Fig. 8). This 

triplex also binds at its top the sheath initiator PA0617 protein. A small protein with a LysM 

fold – PA0627 – binds to a side of the triplex and glues PA0617, PA0618b and PA0619 

together (Extended Data Fig. 5e). The (PA0618)2-PA0619 triplexes are joined into an iris-

like structure by lateral dimers of the C-terminal domains of PA0618 (Fig. 3a, Extended 

Data Fig. 7e,f). PA0619 attaches to the tail fiber, allowing it to receive a triggering signal 

from it (Extended Data Fig. 5f).

By comparing the pre- and post-contraction baseplate models, we found that the “iris-ring”5, 

joined by lateral dimerization of PA0618, break apart after contraction of the pyocin (Fig. 1d 

and Fig. 3). In this way, the baseplate in the post-contraction state splits into a hexagram 

shape. The entire complex of sheath initiator, glue and triplex travels in a rigid-body 

movement as each sheath subunit does, widening the baseplate to 320 Å (Fig. 3b). The tail 

fiber still binds to the triplex upon contraction, as its densities are still visibly connected to 

the triplex, although at low resolution.

Compared to the bacteriophage T4 baseplate5, pyocin baseplate proteins are minimalistic 

and bear interesting differences. PA0618 and PA0619 both lack sizeable insertion domains 

required for building the considerably larger T4 baseplate. Instead, these insertions are 

replaced by loops (Extended Data Fig. 9), although their function as struts that connect hub 

and baseplate is preserved. PA0617 and PA0627 are also minimal compared to T4 gp25 and 

gp53, respectively, simply retaining the core motifs5 (Extended Data Fig. 9). Furthermore, 

the pyocin sheath protein lacks domains 3 and 4 of the T4 sheath protein, which add to the 

energy release of contraction and interact with long tail fibers, respectively16,17.
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Bactericidal action and application

Based on our atomic models of R2 pyocin in pre- and post-contracted states, we constructed 

a minimal contractile machine that includes just twelve stacks of sheath and rendered a 

morph movie between the two states to illustrate a possible pathway of action of such a 

contractile nano-machine (Supplementary Video 5). Notably, because the sheath changes 

helicity during contraction, the tube undergoes a rotational movement during its power 

stroke which may facilitate spike’s penetration of the target cell surface.

The biological function of R-type pyocins is to kill competing bacteria and they do so with 

an extraordinary efficiency that approaches single-shot killing4,31. To achieve this it is 

necessary to actuate only in the right place and time. Upon recognition by tail fiber receptor 

binding proteins of specific ligands on a target cell, the increased free energy would cause 

displacement of interacting surfaces within lateral dimers of PA0618, and we suggest that 

shearing forces transduced through tail fibers trigger the baseplate to initiate contraction 

(Fig. 4). Shearing force encountered by particles during purification may bear similar 

characteristics. This force drives the baseplate to transit to a larger diameter, breaking lateral 

dimers of PA0618 Tri1a/b (Fig. 3a–f). This process may be reversible to a threshold level, 

ensuring that a sufficient number of tail fiber binding interactions occurs to disrupt enough 

lateral dimers to break the triplex iris ring and begin the irreversible process of sheath 

contraction32. This would provide a “checksum” mechanism for the baseplate and avoid 

premature triggering. It may also be used to ensure that the pyocin is positioned upright to 

prevent sideward, non-productive firing, since the arrangement of triggering tail fibers may 

also play a role in setting off the baseplate32 (Fig. 4a). As the iris breaks, the triplexes may 

pull the four-helical bundles of attached ripcord proteins, lowering the final barrier to 

contraction (Fig. 4).

Indeed, changing the lateral dimer interface between PA0618 Tri1a/b subunits alters the 

firing characteristics of pyocin. Due to the presence of a histidine residue in the interface, 

pyocins are sensitive to acidic environment and their contraction is triggered by pH 3.4 (Fig. 

3g), at which the histidine is protonated to disturb the dimer interface (Fig. 3f). We 

engineered a mutant, H257F, in which the histidine is replaced by a phenylalanine. We found 

that the mutant is more tolerant to acid than the wildtype (WT) pyocin: whereas cryoEM 

images show that purified WT and H257F both contain similar percentage of pre-contraction 

pyocins at neutual pH (64% and 67%, respectively); at pH 3.4, however, cryoEM images 

show that far more WT than H257F pyocins have been triggered into post-contraction state 

(9% and 36% of remaining pre-contraction pyocins, respectively) (Fig. 3g). Two other 

PA0618 mutations at the lateral dimer interface, S250A and A254C (see Fig. 3f), resulted in 

either defective assembly (S250A) or premature firing (A254C) of the particles.

Among the known structures of similar contractile systems, sheath and sheath initiator are 

both conserved, indicating that key aspects of the contraction mechanism are conserved6,8. 

Whether these similarities extend also to T6SS baseplate proteins is not known in the 

absence of atomic structures. Thus far, however, the four-helix bundle motif of the ripcord 

protein described here seems to be unique to pyocin R2 and related phages (e.g., PS17 

phage) based on genetic information. Indeed, a search in other contractile tail-like systems 
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did not yield any four-helix bundle orthologs, though all contain orthologs for the triplex 

proteins. This unique triggering system puts pyocin R2 in a special position among 

contractile structures, perhaps due to its minimal nature that precludes sophisticated and 

sizeable insertion domains like those of T4.

R-type pyocins and related R-type bacteriocins are being developed as a new class of 

antimicrobials2–4,28,29. A unique feature of these structures is that highly specific target 

recognition conferred by RBPs is directly coupled to the mechanism of action. This 

exquisite specificity allows selective killing of pathogens without the unintended 

consequences of off-target effects such as dysbiosis33, and without selecting for 

transmissible antibiotic resistance in off-target bacterial species or strains. Engineering 

RBPs to alter R-type pyocin binding specificity has already been demonstrated3,4,34. We 

now have the information required to fine tune the triggering mechanism through structure-

guided alterations at key interaction points between baseplate components. For applications 

that require precise ablation of pathobionts from complex bacterial ecosystems, a less 

sensitive trigger would minimize off-target effects, and only set off the killing mechanism 

when tightly bound to the correct bacterial cell. On the other hand, in full blown infections 

such as septicemia, where a single pathogen has grown to high density, a more sensitive 

trigger would allow for more efficient killing upon collision with the target. The adaptability 

of contractile injection systems and the modularity of receptor binding proteins, both honed 

over eons of evolution, provide an opportunity to engineer precision antibiotics for human 

and animal health.

Methods

Purification of pyocins for cryoEM

Pyocin sample was prepared from pseudomonas aeruginosa strain PAO1 as previously 

described1,4. Briefly, a crude pyocin sample was first prepared from PAO1 and harvested by 

high-salt precipitation and differential centrifugation. This crude sample was further purified 

using a 10% to 50% sucrose (w/v) gradient at 77,000g for 1.5 hours at 4°C. After 

centrifugation, one band was visible at about 25% position and was extracted gently by 

fractionation with a 100 μL pipette from the top of the centrifuge tube along its side. The 

extracted sample was then diluted to a final volume of 4mL with Tris buffer (10 mM Tris, 

130 mM NaCl, pH 7.4). The diluted sample was concentrated using a 100kDa Amicon 

molecular filter to about 50 μL. This dilution-concentration step was repeated 3 more times 

in the same filter as a means of dialysis, ending up with a final sample volume of 50 μL for 

cryoEM imaging.

Cloning and purification of proteins for crystallography

Bioinformatic analysis with the help of HHpred35 was used to identify the P. aeruginosa 

PAO1 genes encoding the central spike protein (PA0616) and Tri1 (PA0618) in the R2 

pyocin cluster of Pseudomonas aeruginosa PAO1. The proteins were amplified with the 

primers given in the Supplementary Table 1. Pa0616 was cloned into the pEEv3 vector (a 

pET23d derivative with a TEV proteinase cleavage site downstream from the N-terminal 

His-Tag) using the BamHI and HindIII restriction sites. PA0618 was cloned into the 
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standard pET23 using the NdeI and XhoI restriction sites to give rise to a protein with a non-

cleavable C-terminal His-tag.

Both proteins were expressed in E. coli B834 (DE3) cells grown in 2xTY medium at 37° C 

and aerated at 200 rpm to OD600 0.6 and induced with the addition of 1 mM IPTG. The 

temperature of the culture was lowered to 18°C and protein expression was carried 

overnight. The cells were pelleted by centrifugation for 10 min at 8,000×g at 4C and then 

lysed by sonication. The soluble fraction was separated by centrifugation for 15 min at 

25,000×g at 4C and loaded on the IMAC resin (GE HealthScience). The IMAC affinity 

chromatography was performed in 10 mM TrisCl pH 8.0 with a 0–300 mM imidazole 

gradient. Fractions containing the protein were dialyzed into 10 mM TrisCl pH 8.0 

overnight. The TEV protease in a 1/10 mass-to-mass ratio (TEV protease/target protein) was 

added to the PA0616 sample, and proteolysis of the N-terminal His-tag was performed 

simultaneously with a dialysis into 10 mM TrisCl pH 8.0 overnight at room temperature. 

The dialysis of PA0618 was performed overnight at +4°C. The subsequent steps of protein 

purification were the same for both proteins. The samples were loaded onto a MonoQ 

10/100 GL column equilibrated with a 10 mM TrisCl pH 8.0 and eluted with a 0–1 M NaCl 

gradient. Fractions containing the proteins of interest were then subject to size exclusion 

chromatography on a Superdex 200 10/300 GL column in the buffer 10 mM TrisCl pH 8.0, 

150 mM NaCl. Fractions containing the proteins were pooled together and concentrated 

while the buffer was changed to 20 mM Tris Cl pH 8.0.

Crystallization and structure determination of PA0616 and PA616d

For crystallization, PA0616 is concentrated to 18 mg/ml and subjected to a sparse matrix 

random screen using crystallization kits produced by Jena BioSciences. Best crystals of 

PA0616 were obtained in 60% PEG-400, 100 mM Na2SO4, 100 mM Bis-Tris buffer at pH 

8.5 in hanging drop. A number of datasets were collected at the beamlines PX-I and PX-III 

of the Swiss Light Source (SLS) and the best dataset was used in structure refinement 

(Extended Data Table 2). The crystals did not require a special cryoprotectant and could be 

flesh frozen directly from the drop.

The structure of PA0616 was solved by molecular replacement using P2 phage gpV30 as a 

search model (the two proteins display 31% sequence identity). The PA0616 unit cell 

contained 6 trimers in the asymmetric unit. The gpV search model contained the OB-fold 

and the first three strands of the beta-helix. The initial solution was found with the help of 

Molrep36. It was rigid body refined with Refmac5 (Ref. 37). Ten cycles of density 

modification by solvent flattening and non-crystallographic averaging with Parrot38 

improved the density to a point where the OB-fold and the first three beta-strands could be 

interpreted in terms of PA0616 amino acids. A new model of one chain was then 

superimposed onto the other 17 chains comprising the asymmetric unit. A new round of 

rigid body refinement was performed with Refmac5 (Ref. 37). The new density was 

subjected to additional 15 cycles of solvent flattening and non-crystallographic averaging 

with Parrot. The new map was interpretable throughout and the model could be built for all 

but the last five amino acids, comprising the Fe-binding site. This region of the model was 

disordered in all other datasets of PA0616 (including different space groups).
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To reveal the structure of the Fe-binding site, we designed a shortened mutant of PA0616 

(called PA0616d) that comprised 90 C-terminal residues (amino acids 96–185) of the full-

length protein. PA0616d was PCR-amplified using primers given in the Supplementary 

Table 1 and cloned into pEEv3 so that it carried a cleavable His-tag at its N-terminus. The 

expression and purification was performed in a way similar to the full-length protein. 

PA0616d was then concentrated to 15 mg/ml and subjected to a sparse matrix random screen 

using crystallization kits produced by Jena BioSciences. Best crystals of PA0616d were 

obtained in 34% PEG-400, 200 mM Na2SO4, 100 mM Na-Acetate buffer at pH 5.0 in 

hanging drop. The crystals did not require a special cryoprotectant and could be flesh frozen 

directly from the drop. The crystallographic data were collected at the beamline PX-I of the 

SLS. The structure was solved by molecular replacement using the middle part of the 

overlapping fragment (residues 120–179) of the full-length PA0616 with the help of the 

Phaser program39. The N-terminal part of PA0616d beta-helix was significantly different to 

that of the full-length. Instead of forming a compact structure, it was splayed out and opened 

like a flower. This structural difference made structure solution difficult, but thanks to the 

availability of very high-resolution data (Extended Data Table 2) after several rounds of 

model building and refinement coupled to density modification with Parrot, an interpretable 

density could be obtained for the rest of the protein (including the Fe-binding site).

The structures of PA0616 and PA0616d were refined with Coot40, Refmac5 (Ref. 37) and 

Phenix41. The final models of PA0616 and PA0616d were deposited to the Protein Data 

Bank under the accession numbers 4S37 and 4S36, respectively.

Production of PA0618 fragment suitable for crystallographic analysis and the solution of 
the structure

Full-length PA0618 failed to crystallize. We, therefore, subjected it to limited proteolysis by 

trypsin. Full-length PA0618 was digested with trypsin (trypsin:PA0618 ratio of 1:500) in 

high salt buffer (20 mM Tris pH 8.0, 400 mM NaCl, 4 mM CaCl2) for 75 minutes at room 

temperature. The reaction was quenched by the addition of PMSF to a final concentration of 

2mM. This procedure resulted in two stable fragments. We loaded the mixture onto a His-

Trap column (GE) and found that one of the fragments bound to the resin, suggesting that 

this fragment retained the His-tag and therefore constituted a C-terminal part of the protein 

(PA0618C). The fragment eluted from the column with a 10 mM Tris pH 8.0 buffer 

containing imidazole at 250 mM. The eluted protein was further purified by size exclusion 

chromatography (Superdex 75 HiLoad 16/60), dialyzed into 20 mM Tris pH 8.0, 5 mM DTT 

overnight and then purified by anion exchange chromatography (Mono Q 10/100). Fractions 

comprising the elution peak were pooled and purified by size exclusion chromatography 

(Superdex 75 HiLoad 16/60, 10mM Tris pH:8.0, 150mM NaCl) again. Purified PA0618 C-

terminus was concentrated to 40 mg/ml and screened for crystallization conditions using 

Jena BioSciences crystallization kits. Crystallization drops of the best crystallization 

condition carried a crust, which prevented optimal crystal growth. Lowering of protein 

concentration prevented the formation of the crust, but it also stopped crystal formation. Best 

crystals were obtained by streak seeding of drops containing PA0618C at 17 mg/ml and 17% 

PEG 5000 MME, 150 mM NH4CH3CO2, 100 mM MES pH 6.5.
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Crystallographic data was collected at SLS beamlines PX-I and PX-III using well solution 

supplemented with 25% ethylene glycol as a cryoprotectant. The initial phases were 

obtained by a single wavelength anomalous diffraction technique (SAD) using HoCl2 heavy 

atom derivative. The crystals were soaked in the well solution containing HoCl2 at 5 mM for 

24 hours. The model comprising residues 202–295 plus a His-tag was initially built by 

buccaneer42 and completed manually. The structure of a better native dataset was refined 

using Coot40, Refmac5 (Ref. 37) and Phenix41. The structure is deposited to the Protein 

Data Bank under the accession number 5CES. The resultant model of the C-terminus 

fragment was then used in combination with the cryoEM derived structure to build the final 

model of PA0618.

Cryo electron microscopy

An aliquot of 2.5 μL of the above purified pyocin sample was loaded onto a “baked”43 

Quantifoil 1.2/1.3m, 200 mesh grid, blotted for 4 seconds at force 1, then flash-frozen with a 

Vitrobot Mark IV (FEI). CryoEM data were collected as movies in an FEI Titan Krios 

microscope (operated at 300kV) equipped with a Gatan imaging filter (GIF) (the slit was not 

inserted) and K2 Summit direct electron camera in counting mode using Leginon software 

package44 for automation. Target defocus value is set to 2.0 μm under focus. Each movie 

contains 50 frames with 5 frames per second with a total accumulated dosage of 60 electrons 

per Å2. The dose rate is measured at 6 electrons per Å2 per second in the Digital Micrograph 

software package.

Frames within each movie were aligned to correct for drift as previously described45, except 

that an iterative alignment scheme as previously described elsewhere46 was used in addition 

to the original software. We output three averages of selected frames: 1st to 50th frames for 

particle selection, 3rd to 20th frames for refinement, and 3rd to 13th frames for final 

reconstruction.

The contrast transfer function (CTF) parameters of these movies were determined from the 

averages with 1st to 50th frames by CTFFIND3 (Ref. 47). The range for acceptable defocus 

values was set to be between 1–3 μm, whereas outliers were rejected.

Image processing and 3D reconstruction

As shown in Figure 1b, particles at both pre- and post-contraction states are present in the 

cryoEM images and can be readily distinguished by eye. The two ends of each pyocin were 

manually selected as individual particles with EMAN48 boxer and were kept together prior 

to 3D classifications (see below). The box size for these particles is 320 and 420 pixels for 

the pre- and post-contraction states, respectively; and their total numbers of particles are 

43,934 and 36,116, respectively. The trunk portion of each pre-contraction pyocin was boxed 

with EMAN48 helixboxer with a box width of 384 and was segmented according to a 10% 

overlapping scheme, a total of 15,684 segments selected. Because the both ends of the post-

contraction state contained sufficient structural components from the trunk, we did not 

pursue a helical reconstruction for the trunk in post-contraction state. Throughout these 

particle boxing processes, we only boxed particles that were not overlapping, not broken and 

not ice-contaminated.
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Further image processing steps were performed with Relion v1.2 (Ref. 49). The boxed 

particles were subjected first to 2D classification to eliminate poor particles and were then to 

a 3D classification to separate the collar and baseplate for each state (6 classes for pre-

contraction state and 12 classes for post-contraction state). After separation of collar and 

baseplate, for each end of a pyocin particle and for each state, a further 3D classification was 

done to again eliminate poor particles (5 classes for pre-contraction baseplate, 8 classes for 

the rest).

The 3D models for the classes after this classification appeared to be mutually shifted along 

the particle axis. Therefore, the 3D model for all good classes are aligned to the one in the 

middle. The resulting shifts were projected to the 2D space of the original particles and were 

applied to the particle centers. The particles of the good classes were then extracted again 

using the translated coordinates.

The finally selected and re-extracted particles for each of the four structures were subjected 

to an auto-refinement in Relion v1.2. A 6-fold rotational symmetry was applied to the 

reconstructions. The number of finally included particles are as follows: pre-contraction 

collar: 4,109; pre-contraction baseplate: 26,104; post-contraction collar: 9,934; post-

contraction baseplate: 15,582. The overall averaged resolutions of these final structures are 

estimated by ResMap50 to be: pre-contraction collar: 3.9 Å; pre-contraction baseplate: 3.4 

Å; post-contraction collar and baseplate: 3.5 Å (Extended Data Fig. 1).

Protein subunit identification and atomic modeling

A purified pyocin preparation was run 5 mm into a 10% SDS gel and stained with coomassie 

blue. Each band containing a pyocin protein was excised, digested in-gel with trypsin, and 

subjected to liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry for sequencing analysis 

(conducted at the University of California Davis Proteomics Core). Proteins were then 

identified by comparing the mass spectrometry sequence fragments to the Pseudomonas 

aeruginosa PAO1 sequence (Extended Data Table 3 and Fig. 1e).

Atomic models were built ab initio with Coot40. We had to assign each of the above-

identified protein candidates to a specific region in our cryoEM density map. At 3.4-Å 

resolution, this is possible because our map has sufficient resolving power for chain tracing 

and identification of side chains (Fig. 1c and Extended Data Fig. 2). For each peptide chain, 

we meticulously compared its secondary structure to the secondary structure predictions of 

all candidate proteins and found the best match. Once the match was found, the sequence of 

the candidate protein was compared to the amino acid side chain features in the density map 

to register the sequence. Then the alpha-carbon positions were manually traced with the 

above identified sequence in mind for each of the 11 unique atomic models. The alpha 

carbon trace was converted to a poly-alanine strand, and finally mutated to the correct amino 

acid sequence. Each of the side chains were manually inspected and fitted into the density 

along with additional attention to secondary structure conformations. Protein subunits were 

assembled into an asymmetric unit. Only protein subunits in one asymmetric unit were built. 

Symmetry-related copies were generated using the “sym” command in UCSF Chimera51 

with C6 rotational symmetry.
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Real-space model refinement

We carried out model refinement with the phenix.real_space_refine command of the Phenix 
package41 using default settings in three steps. First, we refined each monomer model with 

the corresponding density cryoEM map individually. Second, we combined all the 

monomers in an asymmetric unit and refined it with the whole cryoEM map in order to 

separate clashing atoms between adjacent monomers within the asymmetric unit. Third, the 

refined model of the asymmetric unit was used to generate the full model of either the 

baseplate or collar using the “sym” command in UCSF Chimera with C6 rotational 

symmetry. This full model was refined globally with the NCS restraints enabled to separate 

clashing atoms among asymmetric units. At each of the refinement steps, we manually 

inspected the models to assess quality of the refinement, made manual adjustments and 

repeated the refinement steps until a final structure was reached. The refined models of the 

individual monomers and the full baseplate and collar were validated exhaustively with 

EMRINGER Score52, Ramachandran Plot, C-beta, and map CC as well as MolProbity53 and 

the results are tabulated in Extended Data Figure 1.

Structure-based mutagenesis for PA0618

Mutations in the pyocin gene cluster were made in P. aeruginosa strain PAO1 by two-step 

allelic exchange following the method described in ref. 4. Briefly, ~1000 bp regions of DNA 

containing mutations were amplified from PAO1 genomic DNA using overlapping PCR and 

cloned into pEX18Gm (gift from Herbert Schweizer) that was digested with Kpn1 and 

EcoR1. The constructs were transformed by electroporation into PAO1 which was plated on 

50 μg/ml gentamicin to select for single cross over integrants. Gentamicin resistant isolates 

were then picked, grown for 3 hrs in LB and plated on LB-sucrose plates to select for second 

crossover events. Colonies were picked and screened for gentamicin sensitivity. These were 

then sequence verified for correct mutations. Primers used for these constructs are shown in 

Supplementary Table 2.

Crude wildtype and H257F mutant pyocin were prepared as described above. Both were 

diluted 1:10 in either Tris buffer (10 mM Tris, 130 mM NaCl, pH 7.4) or phosphate-citrate 

buffer (28 mM Na2HPO4, 36 mM citric acid, pH 3.4) to adjust the pH. CryoEM imaging 

was done for each of the four resulting samples as described above. The numbers of pre-

contraction and post-contraction pyocins were counted through visual inspection of about 

200 images for each condition and their percentages were tallied in the bar graph in Figure 

3f.

PA0626 mutant construction

PA0626 mutants 626TEV and 626ΔWL were made using modified allelic exchange 

approach54. In brief, the whole WT R2-pyocin gene cluster resided on a pETcoco-1-based 

plasmid pSW192. In each case, two overlapping ~1 kb long fragments carrying the mutation 

were amplified using pSW192 as a template by the primers listed in Supplementary Table 2.

The donor vectors for the exchange pAK6 and pAK20 were assembled of pairs of fragments 

by NEBuilder reaction (New England Biolabs) on the backbone of pWM91 plasmid55 in 

which the ampicillin resistance gene was replaced with the kanamycin resistance gene. The 
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recipient plasmid pSW192 was maintained in RecA+ E. coli 4s strain56. The donor vectors 

were transformed into MFDpyr E. coli strain57 and conjugation between the donor and the 

acceptor strains was performed on LB agar plates overnight at 37°C. Selection for 

recombination products pSW192:pAK6 and pSW192:pAK20 was done on LB agar plates 

supplemented with kanamycin at 50 μg/ml. Counterselection for excision products, pSW192 

and a mutation carrying plasmid, was done on agar plates with 1% trypton, 0.5% yeast 

extract and 5% sucrose (MilliporeSigma) overnight at room temperature. Colony screening 

was done by PCR. Plasmid identities were confirmed by sequencing.

626TEV in vivo digestion

For coexpression of pyocins with TEV protease, pS626TEV and pBAD24-based plasmid 

pBhTEV coding TEV protease under the control of arabinose-inducible promoter were 

cotransformed into E. coli BL21ΔAraΔFhuA strain alongside with all necessary control 

combinations (WT pyocin coding plasmid pSW192 and pBhTEV, pSW192 and pBAD24, 

pS626TEV and pBAD24). Clones were selected on agar plates for ampicillin and 

chloramphenicol resistance, grown in liquid LB medium supplemented with ampicillin at 

100 μg/ml and chloramphenicol with 10 μg/ml at 37°C, induced with arabinose (0.01 and 

0.03%) and incubated overnight at 30°C. Fresh lysates were cleared from debris for 5 

minutes at 15000 g in a microcentrifuge, tested for killing activity on P. aeruginosa 13s 

strain lawns58 in a spot assay and visualized on a JEOL-2100 electron microscope after 

staining with 2% uranyl acetate.

Recombinant pyocin production

One liter of E. coli BL21ΔAraΔFhuA freshly transformed with each plasmid carrying 

wildtype or mutant pyocin gene clusters was grown in Lennox LB medium (Invitrogen) 

supplemented with chloramphenicol (11 μg/ml) in a 4 L erlenmeyer flask at 37°C and 240 

rpm to an optical density of 1.0 at 600 nm. To induce pyocin expression, 0.5 ml of 20% 

arabinose were added, the temperature was decreased down to 30°C, and cells were 

incubated overnight. To get rid of debris and residual bacteria, the lysate was centrifuged at 

15000 g for 30 minutes in a F9–6x-1000 rotor (Thermo Fisher Scientific). The lysate was 

supplemented with 4 mg of DNAse I and 4 mg of RNAse A (MilliporeSigma). 30 g of solid 

NaCl and 100 g of PEG 8000 (Fisher Scientific) were added and dissolved and the lysate 

was incubated at 4°C overnight to ensure the full precipitation of pyocins. Pyocins were 

pelleted at 15000 g for 15 minutes in a F9–6×1000 rotor and pellets were resuspended in 10 

ml of SM buffer (8 mM MgCl2, 100 mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5) with DNAse I and 

RNAse A at 1 μg/ml each. The sample were extracted with 10 ml of chloroform, centrifuged 

in 50 ml falcon tubes at 15000 g for 15 minutes. The pyocin containing aqueous phase was 

collected and pyocins were pelleted at 100000 g for 1 hr in a Type 70 Ti rotor (Beckman 

Coulter). The pellet was dissolved in 0.5 ml of SM buffer with shaking at 100 rpm overnight 

at 4°C. The sample was cleared from non-dissolvable material via centrifugation at 15000 g 

for 5 min in a microcentrifuge at room temperature and loaded on a step gradient of 10, 20, 

30, 40 and 50% sucrose (0.9 ml each) and centrifuged at 100000 g for 1 hr in a SW 55 Ti 

rotor (Beckman Coulter). The upper pyocin containing band was isolated and dialysed 

against two changes of 0.1x SM buffer. The concentration of the dialysed sample was 

determined based on the adsorption at 280 nm and brought to 0.1 mg/ml. To get a control 
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sample of fully contracted pyocins, 20 μl of 3M Glycine-HCl pH 2.5 were added to 4 ml of 

normalized pyocin sample and contracted and non-contracted samples were dialysed against 

10 mM NaCl 10 mM phosphate buffer pH 7.0. The whole procedure was repeated several 

times to get at least 3 independently prepared samples for each CD experiment performed.

Circular dichroism

Pyocin contraction rates were measured on a JASCO J-815 CD spectrometer at 203 nm over 

a 67–74°C range with an increment of 1°C. Pyocin concentration for contracted and non-

contracted samples maintained equal to 0.1 mg/ml in 10 mM NaCl 10 mM phosphate buffer 

pH 7.0. Each measurement took 25 min. Change of ellipticity for non-contracted pyocins 

were temperature dependent. It wasn’t temperature dependent for contracted control 

samples. For data analysis, we averaged curves for each contracted sample and a resulting 

control curve subtracted from each contraction rate measurement of a cognate non-

contracted sample. First two min of every measurement were trimmed as they correspond to 

a sample being heated up to desirable temperature and do not show pyocin contraction. 

Exponents were fitted into subtracted and trimmed data and the rate constants were 

determined with the help of MatLab CFTool (MathWorks). Arrhenius modeling of activation 

energy was also done in MatLab.

Data Availability

CryoEM maps and the associated atomic models have been deposited to EMDB, PDB under 

the accession numbers EMD-20526/PDB:6PYT (pre-contraction helical trunk), 

EMD-20643/PDB:6U5B (pre-contraction baseplate), EMD-20646/PDB:6U5H (pre-

contraction hub in C3 symmetry), EMD-20644/PDB:6U5F (pre-contraction collar), 

EMD-20647/PDB:6U5J (post-contraction collar) and EMD-20648/PDB:6U5K (post-

contraction baseplate), respectively. X-ray crystal structures have been deposited to PDB 

under the accession numbers 5CES (PA0618 C-terminal domain), 4S36 (PA0616 C-terminal 

domain) and 4S37 (full length PA0616). All other data are available from the corresponding 

authors upon reasonable request.

Code Availability

Modified version of MotionCorr 1 is available on GitHub, licensed under GPLv3 

(gepeng1983/motioncorr1exp). Relion 1.2 with helical reconstruction patch is available on 

GitHub, licensed under GPLv2 (gepeng1983/relion12exp). A later version of Relion (1.4) 

with the same patch is also available on GitHub (gepeng1983/relion14exp).
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Extended Data

Extended Data Figure 1. Resolution assessment and model validation for the cryoEM structures.
Resmap results for the collar and baseplate regions of the pyocin reconstructions in pre- and 

post-contraction states. Listed in the table are model validation statistics for the collar, 

baseplate subunits and average.
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Extended Data Figure 2. Model assessment of pre-contraction pyocin subunits.
For each of the collar and baseplate proteins, the cryoEM density map is shown as semi-

transparent gray superposed with its atomic model (ribbon). The close-up view of the box 

region shows the match of the density (wire-frames) and the atomic model (sticks).
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Extended Data Figure 3. Types of sheath handshakes in pyocin.
Ribbon diagrams depicting the 3 types of handshake conformations in pyocin: a. collar-

sheath, b. sheath-sheath, and c. sheath-sheath initiator. All handshakes compose of a four-

stranded β-sheet.
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Extended Data Figure 4. Trunk transitioning into baseplate.
a. Ribbon diagram depicting lower portion of pyocin. b. Schematic diagram depicting 

changes in quaternary structure of the sheath subunits approaching the baseplate. The pink 

circles depict expected positions of the sheath subunits according to helical symmetry of 

trunk. The blue circles depict actual positions with greater sequential helical turn, 4.4° at the 

last disk of sheath.
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Extended Data Figure 5. Inspection of the baseplate.
a. Ribbon diagram of ripcord hexamer with tube hexamer. b and c. Ribbon diagram of the 

hub (b) and the spike (c) (with chelating site of its iron ion highlighted). d. Binding of 

ripcord into triplexes. e. Ribbon diagram of the baseplate with one sixth of its six-fold 

symmetric part highlighted in colors as in Fig. 1 showing relative positions of each subunit. 

f. Baseplate ribbon model superimposed with blurred cryoEM density map of the proximal 

region of the tail fiber.
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Extended Data Figure 6. Functional and morphogenetic implications of ripcord mutagenesis.
a. Overview of ripcord mutagenesis. b. Co-expression of the WT pyocin and mutant 

626TEV with the TEV protease. Pyocin killing activity in the lysates was assessed with the 

help of a spot assay with P. aeruginosa 13s strain as prey. Both pyocin and protease 

expression levels are arabinose dependent with the rate of protease production being 

proportional to arabinose concentration and pyocin expression reaching the maximum at the 

lowest concentrations of arabinose tested (0.01%). Each experiment was repeated 

biologically three times, also for c-g. c. Representative negative staining electron 
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microscopy images of the crude lysates shown in the panel b induced with 0.01% arabinose. 

Despite showing killing activity in the lysates, no extended particles were found in the 

mutant 626TEV on EM grids. d-f. Temperature dependent sheath contraction rates of the 

WT pyocins and mutants measured with the help of circular dichroism. g. The rate constants 

k(T) of WT pyocins, 626ΔWL and 626TEV fitted to the Arrhenius model k(T) = A exp(−Ea/

RT) where T is the absolute temperature, A is a temperature independent constant, Ea is the 

activation energy, R is the ideal gas constant. The dots on the graph are individual values for 

three biologically independent measurements of ln k(T), and the error bars show 95% 

confidence interval calculated for them.
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Extended Data Figure 7. Interactions important for triplex formation.
a. Ribbon diagram of the atomic model of the pyocin triplex. b-d. Ribbon model with 

depicted side chains in the top, stem, and base regions of the triplex. d. Phenylalanine pi-

stacking coordination between PA0618a (yellow, Phe89, Phe125) PA0618b (red, Phe89, 

Phe125) and PA0619 (blue, Phe72). e. Ribbon model diagram of the lateral dimer. f. Close-

up highlighting key interacting residues (Phe253 – Phe253, His257 – Ser250, Ser250 – 

His257).

Extended Data Figure 8. Electrostatic views of the ripcord handle.
a. Electrostatic surface diagram of ripcord with adjacent triplexes. b-c. Electrostatic 

properties of the interfaces between ripcord and triplexes 1 and 2, respectively. Positive 

(blue), neutral (white), negative (red).
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Extended Data Figure 9. Comparison of related protein subunits from Pyocin R2 and T4 phage.
Ribbon diagram of a. pyocin triplex, b. T4 triplex equivalent with subunits marked by 

corresponding color to (a), c. Pyocin PA0618a (yellow) and T4 gp6A (grey), d. Pyocin 

PA0619 (blue) and T4 gp7 (grey), e. Pyocin PA0618b (red) and T4 gp6B (grey), f. Pyocin 

PA0627 (pink) and T4 gp53 (grey), g. Pyocin PA0617 (green) and T4 gp25 (grey).
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Extended Data Table 1.

CryoEM data statistics.

Pre-
contraction 
Trunk 
(EMDB-20526) 
(PDB 6PYT)

Pre-
contraction 
Baseplate 
(EMDB-20643) 
(PDB 6U5B)

Pre-
contraction 
Hub (C3 sym.) 
(EMDB-20646) 
(PDB 6U5H)

Pre-
contraction 
Collar 
(EMDB-20644) 
(PDB 6U5F)

Post-
contraction 
Collar 
(EMDB-20647) 
(PDB 6U5J)

Post-
contraction 
Baseplate 
(EMDB-20648) 
(PDB 6U5K)

Data 
collection and 
processing

Magnification 130,000 130,000 130,000 130,000 130,000 130,000

Voltage (kV) 300 300 300 300 300 300

Electron 
exposure (e−/
Å2)

30 30 30 30 30 30

Defocus range 
(μm)

1.2–3.4 1.2–3.4 1.2–3.4 1.2–3.4 1.2–3.4 1.2–3.4

Pixel size (Å) 1.07 1.07 1.07 1.07 1.07 1.07

Symmetry 
imposed

C6 + helix C6 C3 C6 C6 C6

Initial particle 
images (no.)

15,680 43,934 43,934 43,934 36,116 36,116

Final particle 
images (no.)

15,500 22,001 21,844 4,110 15,582 9,934

Map 
resolution (Å)

2.9 3.5 3.9 3.8 3.5 3.5

 FSC 
threshold

0.143 0.143 0.143 0.143 0.143 0.143

Map 
resolution 
range (Å)

2.9–200 3.4–200 3.7–200 3.8–200 3.5–200 3.5–200

Refinement

Initial model 
used (PDB 
code)

de novo de novo de novo de novo de novo de novo

Model 
resolution (Å)

3.1 3.4 4.0 3.7 3.5 3.5

 FSC 
threshold

0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

Model 
resolution 
range (Å)

2.9–200 3.4–200 3.7–200 3.8–200 3.5–200 3.5–200

Map 
sharpening B 
factor (Å2)

−80 −80 −80 −80 −80 −80

Model 
composition

 Non-
hydrogen 
atoms

4,9920 103,392 7,326 107,550 59,634 110,142

 Protein 
residues

6,624 13,608 954 14,232 7,878 14,520

 Ligands 0 0 0 0 0 0

B factors (Å2)
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Pre-
contraction 
Trunk 
(EMDB-20526) 
(PDB 6PYT)

Pre-
contraction 
Baseplate 
(EMDB-20643) 
(PDB 6U5B)

Pre-
contraction 
Hub (C3 sym.) 
(EMDB-20646) 
(PDB 6U5H)

Pre-
contraction 
Collar 
(EMDB-20644) 
(PDB 6U5F)

Post-
contraction 
Collar 
(EMDB-20647) 
(PDB 6U5J)

Post-
contraction 
Baseplate 
(EMDB-20648) 
(PDB 6U5K)

 Protein 45.39 41.54 55.81 13.62 37.18 76.64

 Ligand

R.m.s. 
deviations

 Bond 
lengths (Å)

0.009 0.005 0.005 0.007 0.005 0.005

 Bond angles 
(°)

1.000 0.941 1.054 0.999 0.700 0.770

Validation

 MolProbity 
score

1.83 1.87 2.13 1.92 2.15 2.13

 Clashscore 5.45 6.35 9.36 6.33 5.69 5.85

 Poor 
rotamers (%)

0.94 0.17 0.39 0.38 3.03 3.00

Ramachandran 
plot

 Favored (%) 90.48 91.13 86.41 89.01 93.32 92.97

 Allowed 
(%)

9.52 8.87 13.59 10.99 7.68 7.03

 Disallowed 
(%)

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Extended Data Table 2.

Crystallographic data statistics.

Dataset name* PA0618C 
HoCl2

PA0618C PA0616d PA0616

Data collection

Space group P43 P43 P6322 P21

Cell dimensions:

 a, b, c (Å) 102.67, 
102.47, 45.76

72.61, 72.61, 46.52 46.68, 46.68, 144.55 94.56, 137.052, 
164.44

 α, β, γ (°) 90.00, 90.00, 
90.00

90.00, 90.00, 90.00 90.00, 90.00, 120.00 90.00, 106.88, 90.00

Wavelength (Å) 1.5352 0.91963 0.9763 1.6984

Resolution (Å) 50.0 – 2.80 
(2.97 – 2.80)

# 50.0 – 2.10 (2.23 – 
2.10)

50.0 – 1.46 (1.55 – 
1.46)

50.0 – 2.20 (2.33 – 
2.20)

Rmeas (%) 9.7 (58.3) 3.2 (73.6) 3.4 (53.4) 6.5 (95.2)

CC1/2 99.9 (91.5) 100.0 (81.8) 100.0 (98.4) 99.8 (83.2)

I / σI 25.35 (4.65) 30.41 (2.61) 56.52 (5.35) 12.70 (1.33)

Completeness (%) 99.2 (96.3) 99.6 (97.8) 99.6 (97.7) 97.1 (92.3)

Redundancy 13.9 (13.5) 6.9 (6.7) 21.8 (16.0) 3.21 (2.95)

Anomalous signal
$

1.770 (0.863)

Refinement
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Dataset name* PA0618C 
HoCl2

PA0618C PA0616d PA0616

Software (version) Phenix_refine 
(1.9_1692)

Phenix_refine 
(1.8.2_1309)

Phenix_refine 
(1.8.2_1309)

Resolution (Å) 50.0 – 2.10 50.0 – 1.46 50.0 – 2.20

No. unique reflections 27,538 16,615 203,160

No. atoms

 Protein 1,403 744 23,767

 Ligand/ion 0 1 238

 Water 58 118 2,432

Rwork / Rfree 0.190 / 0.236 0.149 / 0.188 0.163 / 0.208

B-factors:

 Protein (Å2) 74.92 28.64 54.02

 Ligand/ion (Å2) n/a 24.51 117.84

 Water (Å2) 68.68 46.50 55.16

R.m.s. deviations

 Bond lengths (Å) 0.003 0.008 0.004

 Bond angles (°) 0.705 1.274 0.889

Ramachandran plot:

 Favored (%) 97.77 98.86 96.03

 Allowed (%) 2.23 0.0 3.47

 Outliers (%) 0.0 1.14 0.50

PDB code 5CES 4S36 4S37

*
A single crystal was used for each of the datasets.

#
The statistics for the highest resolution shell are given in parenthesis.

$
As calculated by the program XDS (http://xds.mpimf-heidelberg.mpg.de/).

Extended Data Table 3:

Pyocin Protein Identification by Mass Spectrometry

MW (kDa) Amino Acids Gene Number (prf) Gene Number (PA) Copies (of monomer)

7.5 68 22 PA0627 Unknown

11.8 108 12 PA0617 6–18

18.1 168 18 PA0623 100–200

18.9 171 10 PA0615 Unknown

19.4 185 11 PA0616 6–18

20.0 177 14 PA0619 Unknown

31.3 290 21 PA0626 6–18

32.0 295 13 PA0618 6–18

35.9 329 23 PA0628 6–18

41.2 386 17 PA0622 100–200

77.7 745 20 PA0625 1
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Figure 1. CryoEM and overall structure of pyocin in pre- and post-contracted states.
a. Shaded surface representation of the cryoEM reconstructions, colored according to 

cylindrical radii as shown in the color bar. b. Representative cryoEM micrograph. c. Regions 

of the cryoEM density map (mesh) superimposed with atomic models (sticks) demonstrating 

the agreement between the observed and modeled amino acid side chains. d. Atomic models 

for pyocin in both the pre- and post-contracted states. e and f. Ribbon diagrams of individual 

subunits of pyocin in the pre-contracted state (e) shown along with their corresponding gene 

loci (f). See 3 dimensional rendition in Supplementary Videos 1 to 3.
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Figure 2. Architecture of the collar.
a. Top view ribbon diagram of the collar (pink), outer sheath (cyan) and inner tube (grey). b. 
Space filling model of collar-sheath-tube region. c. Electrostatic surface model of collar 

sheath handshake with views of the interacting charged surfaces. Positive (blue), negative 

(red), neutral (same as b). d. ribbon and space filling diagrams of the post-contraction collar-

sheath-tube region similar to a and b.
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Figure 3. Triplex expansion and lateral dimer dissociation.
a-e. Ribbon diagrams of triplexes forming an iris ring in pre-contracted state (a), expanded 

iris in post-contracted state (b), side view of two adjacent triplexes in pre-contracted state (c) 

and post-contracted state (d), and lateral dimer of PA0618 (e). f. Schematic of the iris ring 

expansion as result of the tail fiber actuation. g. PA0618 H257F mutant. Left, percentages of 

pre-contraction pyocins in purified wildtype (WT) and H257F mutant under cryoEM at 

neutral and acidic pH. (pH 7.4 WT: 185/289, H257F: 118/175; pH 3.5 WT: 46/530, H257F: 
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64/178. Error bars: standard deviations.) Right, representative cryoEM image for each 

relevant condition.
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Figure 4. Baseplate transition from the pre- to post-contracted state.
a. Illustration of a pyocin landing on a bacterial cell and firing. Release of the spike and hub 

following injection is postulated on the basis of the lack of these structures on contracted 

particles that we observed in vitro. b. Ribbon diagram of the conserved baseplate 

components and sheath proteins in its pre- and post-contracted states. Ripcord is believed to 

travel with the inner tube during the power stroke and therefor is not a conserved component 

of the baseplate after contraction.
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